PRESS RELEASE
Beautifully tough: The Gigaset E630 sets new standards for resilience
Munich, August 1, 2013 – The Gigaset E630 can even cope with very heavy stresses
and strains and the most inhospitable of environments. Extensively protected against
dust, shocks and water, the rugged E630 is aimed at DIY enthusiasts, craftsmen,
garden lovers or large families and proves at the same time that being tough does not
necessarily mean being ugly as well.

The new Gigaset E630 (or E630A with an integrated answering machine) is anything but
delicate. The cordless phone unites robust stability, making it insensitive to dust, jolts and
water (in accordance with protection class IP65), with elegant modernity and cutting-edge
technical features. The finely tuned concept using material made of structured polycarbonate
together with easy-to-grip soft components is high-quality, yet functional. The E630/E630A
offers users an ergonomically excellent design, enabling precise and secure handling even
under extreme conditions – for example dust and chips in a carpenter’s workshop, a rain
shower in the garden, when used by workers with greasy hands at a building site or ungentle
treatment at the hands of children.

This feature lights your way
The Gigaset E630/E630A offers maximum ease of use even under difficult conditions: A
vibration and optical alarm, adjustable profiles for use in different environments, a color
display with a graphics menu, direct control of the volume using keys on the side and a highquality handsfree function in full-duplex quality provide you with assistance in every situation.

The vibration and optical call alarms ensure that you never miss a call again. The optical
LED alarm can also be used as a torch at any time. The six-line, 1.8” color display boasts
128x160 pixels and a clear, self-explanatory menu that is easy to use thanks to the large,
illuminated keypad and intuitive navigation keys. If users have to do several things at once,
they can activate the high-quality handsfree function in full-duplex quality, with a volume that
can be adjusted directly using the convenience keys arranged at the side, or connect a
headset to the handset.
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Endurance in harsh environments
The Gigaset E630/E630A has an extra-long standby time of up to 310 hours. That means it
can go for a long period without having to be recharged at the base station and you can
carry the handset with you while going about your chores and work. The talk time of up to 14
hours enables very long calls. The Gigaset E630A offers a digital answering machine that
can record up to 55 minutes of voice messages, a remote retrieval function and notification
of newly received messages by SMS. To obtain even more convenience, up to six handsets
can be registered on the Gigaset E630/E630A.
Intuitive convenience
The intuitive convenience offered by the E630/E630A is a great advantage, especially in
harsh or work-intensive environments. It also offers simple navigation through the clearly
structured menu by means of the illuminated keypad and color display and a generous
phone book with space for 200 contacts with three numbers each. Different ringtones can be
assigned to stored contacts. A total of 20 standard melodies, seven of which are polyphonic,
are available. The belt clip that comes with the phone enables the handset of the Gigaset
E630/E630A to be carried around comfortably at all times. The separate base station and
charging cradle can be wall-mounted with a bracket in a flexible and space-saving manner.
Powerfully efficient
Tough, but kind to the environment. Thanks to an energy-saving power supply unit, the
E630/E630A uses less power1, saves money and helps the environment. Like all Gigaset
cordless phones, the Gigaset E630/E630A also enables variable reduction of the
transmitting power to reflect the distance the handset is from the base station. By activating
ECO mode, the transmitting power of the Gigaset E630/E630A can be reduced by 80%2.
Enabling of ECO Plus3 mode completely turns off the transmitting power in standby
operation, even if several handsets that support this function are used.
Ability to be expanded and combined
Up to six handsets can be registered on the base station of the Gigaset E630/E630A. The
new E class phone is also compatible with many Gigaset handsets, the L410 handsfree clip
and the Gigaset Repeater and Repeater 2.0.

1

Compared with conventional Gigaset base stations.
For all registered handsets, compared to when ECO mode is not activated and to conventional cordless phones.
3
For all registered handsets that support ECO Plus mode.
2
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Gigaset AG, Munich, is an internationally operating company in the area of communications technology. The
Company is Europe's market leader in DECT telephones. The premium supplier ranks second worldwide with
around 1,400 employees and a market presence in around 70 countries.
Gigaset AG is listed on the Prime Standard of Deutsche Börse and so is subject to the very highest requirements
for transparency. Its shares are traded on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the symbol 'GGS' (ISIN:
DE0005156004). DE0005156004.

More information on Gigaset can be found at: http://www.gigaset.com
Gigaset in the social web:
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